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Felix Felicis
(Liquid luck)
10 eyes of balloon fish
5 cups of mermaid tears
1 spoon of dragon blood
1 pinch of ground mandrake root
1 pinch of exploding ginger

1 spoon of Felix Felicis (Liquid luck)
10 eyes of balloon fish
5 cups of mermaid tears
1 spoon of dragon blood
1 pinch of ground mandrake root
1 pinch of exploding ginger

Beauty Potion
3 berries of vitella, smashed
5 cups of unicorn blood
2 spoons of star dew
1 pinch of rosemary
1 spoon of dragon blood

Amortentia
(Love potion)
1 spoon of viscous swamp water
5 cups of infusion of wood worm
Juice from 4 bat livers, pressed
1 spoon of Horklump juice
4 pinches of octopus powder
Felix Felicis  
(Liquid luck)

- 10 eyes of balloon fish
- 5 cups of mermaid tears
- 1 spoon of dragon blood
- 1 pinch of ground mandrake root
- 1 pinch of exploding ginger

Amortentia  
(Love potion)

- 1 spoon of viscous swamp water
- 5 cups of infusion of wood worm
- Juice from 4 bat livers, pressed
- 1 spoon of Horklump juice
- 4 pinches of octopus powder

Beauty Potion

- 3 berries of vitella, smashed
- 5 cups of unicorn blood
- 2 spoons of star dew
- 1 pinch of rosemary
- 1 spoon of dragon blood